JAWAHarlAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
New Delhi 110 067

The Jawaharlal Nehru University announces vacancies of the following faculty positions:

ADVT. NO. RC/31-A/2006
SPECIAL RECRUITMENT DRIVE FOR FILLING UP OF BACKLOG VACANCIES OF RESERVED POSTS OF SC/ST

✦ SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
   Centre for West Asian and African Studies
   1. Assistant Professor (Specialization in Energy & Society) (Reserved for SC)
   Centre for South, Central, Southeast Asian and South West Pacific Studies
   2. Assistant Professor in Xinjiang Studies (Reserved for SC)
   ✦ SCHOOL OF LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE STUDIES
   Centre of Russian Studies
   3. Assistant Professor in Russian Language/Literature/Translation (Reserved for ST)
   Centre for Spanish, Portuguese, Italian & Latin American Studies
   4. Assistant Professor in Spanish (Reserved for SC)
   Centre of Arabic & African Studies
   5. Assistant Professor (Reserved for SC)
   ✦ SCHOOL OF ARTS AND AESTHETICS
   6. Assistant Professor (Specialization in Film/Visual/Performance Studies) (Reserved for SC)

ADVT NO. RC/31-B/2006
UNRESERVED POSTS

✦ SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
   7. Associate Professor in Molecular Genetics
   8. Associate Professor in Immunology
   ✦ SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
   9. Professor in Environmental Chemistry
   10. Associate Professor in Environmental Chemistry
   ✦ SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
   11. 12. Professor in Physics (Two Posts)
   13. Professor/Associate Professor in Chemistry
   14. Professor in Mathematics
   15. Assistant Professor in Mathematics
   ✦ SCHOOL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
   16. Professor
   17. Associate Professor
   18. Assistant Professor
   ✦ SPECIAL CENTRE FOR MOLECULAR MEDICINE
   19. Professor
   20. 21. Assistant Professors (Two Posts)
   ✦ SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
   Centre for West Asian & African Studies
   22. 23. Professor/Associate Professor (Two Posts)
   24. Associate Professor
   Centre for Russian & Central Asian Studies
   25. Professor in Soviet/CIS Studies
   26. Associate Professor in Russian Studies
   27. Associate Professor in CIS Studies
   28. Associate Professor in Central Asian Studies
   Centre for Canadian, US and Latin American Studies
   29. Professor in American Studies
   30. Assistant Professor in North American Studies
   Centre for South, Central, South-East Asian & South-West Pacific Studies
   31. Professor in South Asian Studies
   32. Professor in South-East Asian Studies
   33. Associate Professor in South Asian Studies
   34. Associate Professor in South Asian Studies
   Centre for International Trade & Development
   35. Professor in Economics
   36. Associate Professor in Economics
   ✦ SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
   Centre for Economic Studies & Planning
   37. Assistant Professor
   Centre for the Study of Regional Development
   38. Professor in Economics
   39. Associate Professor in Economics
   40. Associate Professor in Economics
   41. Assistant Professor in Economics (Leave Vacancy)
   Centre for Philosophy
   42. Associate Professor
   43. Associate Professor

Programme for Studies in Discrimination and Exclusion (PSE)
44. Professor/Associate Professor
Zakir Husain Centre for Educational Studies
45. Professor in Educational Policy Studies (Tenure post up to 3.3.011)
46. Professor in Sociology of Education
47. Assistant Professor in Social Psychology of Education
48. Assistant Professor in History of Education
✦ SCHOOL OF LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE STUDIES
Centre for Japanese & North East Asian Studies
49. Assistant Professor in Japanese
50. Assistant Professor in Korean
Centre for Chinese & South-East Asian Studies
51. Professor in Chinese
Centre of German Studies
52. Professor in German
Centre of Spanish, Portuguese, Italian and Latin American Studies
53. Professor in Spanish
54. Assistant Professor in Spanish
Centre for Persian & Central Asian Studies
55. Professor in Persian
56. Associate Professor in Persian
Centre of Indian Languages
57. Professor in Urdu
58. Associate Professor in Urdu
59. Assistant Professor in Urdu — Specialization in Mass Media desirable
Centre of Arabic & African Studies
60. Assistant Professor in Arabic (Temporary – Leave Vacancy)
✦ SPECIAL CENTRE FOR SANSKRIT STUDIES
61. Professor (Specialization in Comparative Classical Studies)
62. Associate Professor (Specialization in Veda)
✦ SCHOOL OF ARTS AND AESTHETICS
63. Assistant Professor (Specialization in Performance Studies)
✦ ACADEMIC STAFF COLLEGE
64. Deputy Director/Associate Professor

General: The full text of this advertisement, including essential qualifications, desirable qualifications/specializations, scales of pay, etc., can be had from JNU Website: www.jnu.ac.in. Application form may be obtained free of cost in person from, or by sending a self-addressed, stamped (Rs 5/-) envelope (23 cm x 10 cm) to, The Assistant Registrar (Recruitment), Room No. 131, Recruitment Cell, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 110 067, and can also be downloaded from the above website. Separate application form is required to be filled up for each post. Applications duly forwarded by the competent authority (for those already in Govt. service) should reach the University latest by 23 June 2006.